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The notion of a border involving the systematic control of people and
goods entering and exiting is gradually giving way to a more flexible
concept of exchanges favouring maximum mobility for both goods and
people.
Alongside the creation of free trade zones (Schengen / Nexus), and given
the globalization that has favoured and generated new types of crime
and a sharp increase in acts of terrorism, states have redesigned
the measures they use to control strategic access points.
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As threats are changing and continuously adapting, yesterday’s solutions
can no longer effectively ensure surveillance of border areas.

This simple analysis led ATERMES to develop
the BARIER™ monitoring system.

"The terrorist threat now has no borders, the number of actors
is increasing and they are taking advantage of the fragility of
the border areas."
Jean-Yves LE DRIAN – Dakar –15 September 2014

The threat is constantly changing, as well as also being extremely mobile
and responsive!
The only way to stop this threat is to set up an ultra-mobile control system
that encourages exchanges between the different surveillance units,
instantly adapts to the terrain and creates an element of surprise.
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The resources needed to control border or strategic areas are
constantly growing but are not LIMITLESS
Current technology makes it possible to effectively reduce the work of the
units, which can then be redeployed to more complex tasks where the
human touch is still essential.
In addition, budgets should no longer be focused on surveillance functions
in geographic areas where the time required for construction is inconsistent with roaming threats.
Border management and control does not stop at the borders. The introduction of a filtering process means extended control and therefore
personnel and resources need to be more mobile.
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BARIER™ is a true tactical surveillance device able to interconnect and interact with the tools
already used by intelligence units.
INFORMATION : The automatically triggered high-performance
sensors make it a smart system.
COMMUNICATION : Alerts are automatically registered in a log, the
threat is automatically identified and its size, speed and how it is
moving determined in preparation for a decision about the required
proportional response. BARIER™ C² Manager.
RESPONSIVENESS : The system immediately adapts if the threat
changes or moves. Alerts are coordinated and shared with any
neighbouring systems.

Small-scale trafficking often referred to as the “ant trade” is the main source of cross-border
trafficking. It therefore represents a very significant shortfall for states subject to this form of
cross-border trade.
In addition, some border regions may become criminal refuges. A recent study on crime in West
Africa highlighted this phenomenon. Trafficking routes bypass border control points using parts
of territory where local solidarity dominates.
Day-to-day operation of BARIER™ facilitates the control and dissemination of information; it is
an operational tool that bolsters active inter-service and inter-state cooperation.
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THE NEED TO MAKE BORDER CONTROL SMART :
THE NORTH AMERICAN FREE TRADE AGREEMENT (NAFTA)
TACKLING CORRUPTION

The main goal of NAFTA, the free trade agreement between Canada, Mexico and the United
States, is to facilitate the movement of goods, capital and services - but not people. The trade

In terms of area control and cross-border management, one of the biggest

between the United States and Canada is valued at 1.2 billion USD per day - as against 7.3

problems is corruption, which affects both the efficiency and the very

million USD between the United States and Mexico.

existence of cross border trade controls.
The two border procedures differ considerably:
This type of corruption can be devious and insidious; it may be limited to
asking an agent to look east when a suspicious vehicle appears in the

For the United States, the dominant themes in its relationship with Mexico are the illicit trade in

west.

narcotics and weapons, and illegal immigration. In fact, the border with Mexico is not only
marked by a fence, but also differs in the massive increase in the number of border guards and

BARIER™ offers a real solution to the problem by delaying any form of

the highly militarized environment.

human involvement in the control function and systematically recording
any events in the form of alerts.

On the other hand, the United States and Canada collaborate on a "smart border" approach.
This approach consists of a pre-clearance system known as the Free and Secure Trade (FAST)
process and a pre-authorization system for people crossing the border known as the Trusted
Traveler Program System (NEXUS), which ensures the smooth and harmonious flow of goods.
The creation of working groups and joint operational teams, the joint location of customs and
immigration points, document coordination and isometric identification projects (fingerprint and
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MASTER YOUR BORDER
BARIER™ improves the credibility of the units responsible for
controlling areas.
BARIER™ is an essential component in a mechanism to make
missions conducted by the units responsible for area control and
cross-border surveillance "smart".

retina readers) have accelerated the circulation of people.
In the United States, jurisdictional overlap among a number of competing agencies continues to
be a problem, but in 2002 Canada created a new Department of Public Safety responsible for
Customs and Border Services.

Management of the US-Canada border, which is the longest land border
in the world (8,850 km) with 132 entry points, is relatively smooth,
while the US-Mexico border, which has only 25 entry points continues to
be dominated by the fear of crime and violence.
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After seven years of intense development, ATERMES is proud to present its brand new and

Based on a patented robotic sentry-beacon network concept, the BARIER™ system is an

highly innovative border control system BARIER™ (Beacon for Autonomous Recognition,

advanced, fully mobile surveillance system with features enabling it to protect land and coastal

Identification, Evaluation and Response).

areas up to 40 km long and 10 km wide. It is designed with a deployment capability of less than
half a day using a single patrol vehicle. On the most difficult terrain, once deployed the BARIER

Bringing together a cluster of technological partners and presenting a unique motion and change

™ system provides continuous day and night surveillance with the assistance of a small team.

detection algorithm, ATERMES has produced a highly sophisticated system that has no equivalent anywhere in the world.

The BARIER™ system is then ready for use on temporary strategic site protection or in
hard-to-reach border regions for which fixed surveillance modes are complicated or extremely

The main goal of BARIER™ is to fight terrorism, interstate trafficking, uncontrolled migration,

expensive to deploy. Particularly suitable for the detection and identification of suspicious

arms and drug smuggling - the day-to-day threats that mobilize large numbers of security force

movement in desert and mountainous areas, BARIER™ also optimizes human and material

personnel.

resources at the same time as providing effective support to security forces.

The main mission of BARIER™ is to have the capability of both remotely controlling arid or

Consequently when BARIER™ occupies the ground, the hundred or so personnel with the

hostile border areas and proving each offence with images without endangering the life of the

associated transport that previously undertook surveillance operations

security personnel.

can be successfully replaced by a small surveillance team
responsible for managing and responding to alerts.

Implementing an efficient and sophisticated system, enhancing the role of the operators and
limiting the size of the teams to the strict minimum will:
•
•
•

Enhance the value of surveillance activities
Reintegrate high-tech equipment in the deployment and
management functions to provide complete user satisfaction
Redeploy soldiers to their real missions.
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Each BARIER™ system is composed of a network of up to ten sentry-beacons, appropriately

The system provides permanent, long-term surveillance of hard-to-reach areas (such as moun-

pre-positioned by the efficient mission preparation software. The devices are autonomous 24/7

tains, deserts, creeks, etc.). The beacons and command vehicles can be deployed quickly to

and are connected to a command / control post, which is itself mobile.

provide instant surveillance of large expanses of border areas, and if necessary, can be
deployed in the blind spots of the static system, for example to assist in controlling illegal

An optional coastal segment optimizes the system’s efficiency in protecting bays or creeks

immigration and drug or arms trafficking.

through the provision of small interception vessels.
Several BARIER™ systems can be interconnected to provide protection over a wider area. The
The beacons are strategically positioned by non-specialized troops, creating a virtual buffer zone

BARIER™ system is also interoperable with any higher-level system such as fixed infrastructure

of between 1 and 10 km deep. Depending on the configuration of the terrain, a single system

or smart drones.

will continuously monitor up to 40 km of border.
The BARIER™ system incorporates a remote maintenance diagnostic tool for long-term support.
Once in position, the beacons are controlled from the command vehicle located up to 25 km

As the system is completely automated, BARIER™ can detect a truck at 10 km, a car at 8 km

behind in a secure area. Each beacon deploys and positions a 3.5m high electro-optical platform

and a person on foot at 4 km, thereby giving the unit time to potentially prepare for an intercep-

that has a set of sensors, high-resolution day camera, thermal imaging cameras,

tion appropriate to the threat.

laser rangefinders and radar and communication antennas. With its covert erect design, the
system operates in "ambush" mode detecting intruders with maximum efficiency.

Simultaneously, BARIER™ will:

In addition, this mode of operation creates a long-term deterrent effect along the border. It is

•

Improve surveillance

generally agreed that if the position of a BARIER™ system is changed frequently, on the basis

•

Optimize soldiers’ missions

of intelligence received it can successfully protect up to 200 km of "green" border.

•

Manage alerts and pass them to the correct command level

•

Record each alert for possible use in court

•

Identify threats

•

Intercept criminals or any other type of offender.
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BARIER™, A SOLUTION FOR RUGGED ENVIRONMENTS

BARIER™, A SOLUTION FOR HUGE DESERT AREAS

20 km of indented coastline, land and sea surveillance zones, masked areas on many arenas:

40 km of desert: 6 beacons used on the mission. BARIER™ is used to control the large spaces

8 beacons used on the mission.

as well as two access roads.
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Beacon for
Autonomous
Recognition,
Identification,
Evaluation and
Response
Missions:
Temporary control up to 40 km of border with a single
system
Protection of camps, sensitive sites
Protection of temporary bivouacs
Route surveillance
Evidence collection – Illegal intrusions control
Intelligence missions – Antiterrorist operations

Characteristics of the BARIERTM system:
Modular system with between 1 and 10 surveillance
beacons, configured for planned missions
Simple and fast deployment without prior ground
installations
Designed specifically for rough terrain, while adding a
visible deterrent
Network of robotized, standalone smart beacons
Security of personnel placed 20 km away at command
post
Discretion and stealth, ready to use for ambush mode
missions
Detection by merging of data from optronic sensors and
radar
Precise identification
Passive and active localization
Decision-making support for choosing suitable response
Computer-assisted mission preparation
Operational 24/7

MOBILE BORDER OR ZONE CONTROL SOLUTION
General presentation:
• Each BARIERTM system consists of between one
and 10 standalone sentinel beacons using an
optronic or radar head, one or two deployment
vehicles and one Command and Control Post
vehicle (C2),
TM

• BARIER can be adapted to different types of
deployment vehicle. The Command and Control
Post can also be located away from the vehicle
(building, shelter, tent, etc.),
• The beacons are placed in strategic points to
create a buffer zone between 1 and 8 km in
depth,
TM

• BARIER is designed for fast deployment by a
single team, capable of day or night surveillance
missions, whatever the terrain,
• With its optimal stealth design and very high
mobility, the system operates in the “ambush”
mode. The BARIERTM system is highly efficient
particulary due to its mobility and rapid
deployment,

Main characteristics:
• Turnkey tactical surveillance solution,
• Surveillance of up to 40 km per system,
depending on the geography of the terrain and
the chosen sensors,
• Detects the intrusion of people, individuals and
groups, or vehicles, by merging radar and
Optronic data,
• Allows identification of each intruder by means of
high definition dedicated sensors,
• Built in 3D mapping for the geo-positioning of
detected targets,
• Enables the operator to respond to the intrusion
with an appropriate action,
TM

• Several
BARIER
systems
can
interconnected for a larger protection zone,

• The system can operate in any type of terrain,
also allowing permanent and automatic
surveillance of zones where access is difficult
(for instance, mountains, deserts, ravines,
creeks, etc.),

• The BARIER™ system offers interoperability for
feeding back the parameters of each intrusion to
the host system.

• Thanks to the mission preparation software, the
system allows to determine automatically the
ideal beacons positioning,
• The beacons have remote control capability
using a local command-control post and VHFUHF radio networking adaptable to the needs of
the end user.

ATERMES
4, avenue des Trois Peuples
78180 Montigny-le-Bretonneux _ FRANCE
Tel: +33 (0) 130 120 140 – Fax: +33 (0) 130 600 403
E-mail: barier@atermes.fr
www.atermes.fr
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Balise
Autonome de
Reconnaissance,
Identification et
Evaluation de la
Riposte
Missions :
Contrôle temporaire jusqu’à 40 km de frontière avec un
seul système
Protection de camp, de site sensible
Protection d’un bivouac temporaire
Surveillance d’un itinéraire
Collecte de preuves – Contrôle d’intrusions illégales
Missions de renseignements – Opérations antiterroristes

Caractéristiques du système BARIERTM :
Système modulaire de 1 à 10 balises sentinelles,
configuré en fonction des missions prévues
Déploiement simple et rapide, sans infrastructure au sol
préalable
Conçu notamment pour les terrains accidentés, en y
apportant une présence dissuasive
Réseau de balises robotisées, autonomes et intelligentes
Sécurité du personnel situé 20 km en retrait au poste de
contrôle
Discret et furtif, prêt à être utilisé pour des missions en
mode embuscade
Détection via la fusion de données provenant de capteurs
optroniques et radars
Identification précise
Localisation passive et active
Aide à la décision permettant le choix d’une riposte
adaptée
Préparation de mission assistée par ordinateur
En opération 24H/24, 7j/7, sans interruption

SOLUTION MOBILE DE CONTRÔLE DE FRONTIERES OU DE ZONES
Présentation générale :
• Chaque système BARIERTM est composé de une
à dix balises-sentinelles autonomes, à tête
optronique ou radar, de un à deux véhicules
dispenseurs et d’un véhicule de commandement
et de contrôle (C2),
TM

• BARIER peut s’adapter à différents types de
véhicule porteur. Le Poste de Commandement et
de Contrôle peut également être disposé hors
véhicule (bâtiment, shelter, tente,H),
• Les balises sont positionnées sur des points
stratégiques créant une zone tampon de 1 à 8 km
de profondeur,
TM

• BARIER
est conçu pour être déployé
rapidement par une simple patrouille et permet
des missions de surveillance de jour comme de
nuit avec une équipe réduite, sur tout terrain,
• Grâce à son design furtif, et sa très grande
mobilité, le système fonctionne en mode
« embuscade ». L’efficacité de BARIERTM réside
en grande partie dans sa mobilité.

Principales caractéristiques :
• Solution clés-en-main de surveillance tactique,
• Surveillance pouvant atteindre 40 km par
système, dépendant de la topologie du terrain et
des capteurs choisis,
• Détecte l’intrusion d’un ou plusieurs individus ou
véhicules, en combinant les données radars et
optroniques,
• Permet une identification de chaque intrus, grâce
à un capteur dédié haute définition,
• Cartographie 3D intégrée permettant
géolocalisation des cibles détectées,

la

• Permet à l’opérateur de répondre à l’intrusion
avec la réaction appropriée,
TM

• Plusieurs systèmes BARIER
peuvent être
interconnectés afin d’offrir une zone de protection
plus large,

• Le système fonctionne sur tout type de zones et
permet de plus une surveillance permanente et
automatique de zones à accès complexe
(comme des montagnes, des déserts, des
ravines, des criques,H),

• L’interopérabilité du système BARIER™ permet
la remontée des paramètres de chaque intrusion
avec un système hôte.

• Le logiciel de préparation de mission permet de
déterminer de manière automatique le
positionnement idéal des balises sentinelles,
• Les balises sont pilotables à distance par un
poste de contrôle-commande local via un
réseau radio VHF-UHF adaptable aux
spécificités de l’utilisateur final.
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